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THE RESUMPTION OF
CURLING IN

SASKATCHEWAN WILL BE
AN IMPORTANT PART OF
RETURNING TO A DEGREE

OF NORMALCY DURING
THE PANDEMIC. 
AS A HEALTHY,

COMMUNITY-BUILDING
ACTIVITY, CURLING CAN

HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT
ON THE MINDS, BODIES

AND SPIRITS OF
SASKATCHEWAN

RESIDENTS. IN TIME,
SPORT WILL CONTRIBUTE

TO REBUILDING THE
ECONOMY AS WELL.

ABOUT

CURLSASK
CURLSASK is the provincial sport governing

body of curling in Saskatchewan.

CURLSASK’s mandate is to provide

programs and services to meet the needs of

its members, build and support curling at

all levels and provides leadership to the

curling community. CURLSASK also

coordinates and operates provincial

championships in different categories to

declare provincial champions who will

compete at National Championships and to

further develop athlete development in the

province. The organization has 140-member

curling clubs and over 18,000 individual

curlers.



CURLSASK ’s  Return  to  Play  Guidelines  are  intended  to  be  used  for  the  purposes

set  in  this  document .  While  CURLSASK  aims  to  provide  relevant  and  t imely

information  to  our  member  clubs ,  information  known  about  the  COVID-19  virus

and  recommended  measures  to  reduce  and  protect  against  the  r isk  of  infection

changes  rapidly  and  CURLSASK  cannot  guarantee  the  accuracy  or  completeness

of  any  information  or  recommendations  provided  in  this  document .

CURLSASK  will  endeavour  to  update  our  members  as  we  learn  about  new

information  related  to  the  COVID-19  virus  and  how  we  may  need  to  adjust  and

change  our  practice  and  procedures  in  our  clubs  and  with  our  curl ing  programs .  

This  document  is  not  a  substitute  for  actual  legislation ,  or  orders  of

Saskatchewan  Health  Authority .  I f  there  is  any  ambiguity  or  confl ict  between

CURLSASK ’s  Return  to  Play  Guidelines  and  current  public  health  legislation ,

orders ,  and  regulations ,  the  legislation ,  orders  and  regulations  will  prevail  over

CURLSASK ’s  Return  to  Play  Guidelines .  Links  in  this  document  to  third  party

websites  are  provided  solely  for  further  reference  and  as  additional  resources .

CURLSASK  does  not  endorse  the  information  contained  in  the  l inked  websites

and  does  not  guarantee  i ts  accuracy ,  t imeliness ,  or  f itness  for  a  particular

purpose .  The  information  in  the  l inks  may  be  updated  from  t ime  to  t ime  by  their

respective  owners ,  and  CURLSASK  does  not  monitor  these  l inks  or  l inked  sites

and  is  not  responsible  for  any  updates .  You  should  check  relevant  websites  for

updated  information  or  contact  CURLSASK  to  help  review  your  return  to  play

plan  to  ensure  that  your  plan  is  as  up  to  date  as  possible .  

CURLSASK ’s  Return  to  Play  Guidelines  is  not  intended  to  be  a  legal  document ,  or

to  serve  as  legal  advice .  Our  member  clubs  use  the  Curling  Guidelines  at  their

own  r isk ,  and  i f  necessary ,  after  receiving  independent  legal  advice  about  the

contents  and  recommendations  found  in  CURLSASK ’s  Return  to  Play  Guidelines .

CURLSASK  shall  not  be  responsible  for  any  loss  of  damage  of  any  kind  resulting

directly  or  indirectly  from  the  implementation  of  these  guidelines  by  our

member  clubs ,  including  without  l imitation ,  rel iance  on  the  completeness  or

accuracy  of  the  information  found  in  CURLSASK ’s  Return  to  Play  Guidelines .

DISCLAIMER

RETURN TO CURLING
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Curling Canada Return to
 Play Guidelines

Assumption of Risk 
and Waivers Forms

ReOpen Saskatchewan Plan
August 5, 2020

Sports and Activities 
Guidelines

Restaurants and Licensed
Establishments

Game Play &
Traffic Flow Video

KEY RESOURCES
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http://curlsask.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/CC-Manual_Return-to-Play_SK_EN.pdf
http://curlsask.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/AssumptionOfRiskandWaiver.docx
http://curlsask.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Re-Open-Saskatchewan-Plan.August-5.pdf
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/re-open-saskatchewan-plan/guidelines/outdoor-sports-and-activities-guidelines
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/re-open-saskatchewan-plan/guidelines/restaurants-and-licensed-establishments-guidelines
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCo9rksHZSk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCo9rksHZSk&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCo9rksHZSk&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCo9rksHZSk&feature=emb_title


CURLING CLUB

PREPARATION

RETURN TO CURLING

1.    Create a return to curling committee to oversee the process of reopening.

• Discuss the financial risks of reopening.

• Plan for a deep cleaning of the rink.

• Prepare waivers & declaration of compliance documents.

• Source Sanitizer and cleaning products.

• Create a traffic flow that works for your club that maintains social distancing.

• Create a plan to track who is in your rink; incase it is needed for contact tracing.

• Discuss plan if an outbreak should occur.

• Are you prepared for absenteeism/staffing challenges? 

• Do you have a plan for maintaining cash flow following re-opening?

• Do you have a clear refund policy in place?

2.     Create a communication plan and communicate regularly with your members. 

· Clear and positive messaging; explain what you are doing to keep them safe and  

 welcome them back to the rink for the season. 

· Stay informed on the Reopen Sask Plan & municipal regulations. 

· Stay in touch with CURLSASK and other curling rinks to share best practices.

3.     Evaluate the demand for curling leagues and rentals. 

· Use the CURLSASK Survey results to project your membership demand.

· Recommend athletes bring own equipment or facilitate long-term rentals.

· Where rental equipment is provided, it should be assigned to one person only and   

 be laundered or cleaned and disinfected upon return.

Preparing for Opening
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Look into www.curling.io or other registration systems.

Cash payments should be avoided.

4.     Ensure contactless payment methods (debit, credit card, e-transfer)

5.     Develop guidelines for members/clients and employees/volunteers to maintain a

distance of at least two (2) metres from one another. If this is not possible, limit the length

of interactions and install plexiglass shields. 

6.     Install signage, floor decals etc. to help ensure adherence to physical distancing

guidelines, both inside and outside the club.

7.     If possible, create a separate entrance and exit from the building.

8.      Restrict or consider limiting any non-essential visitors, volunteers and activities

involving external groups or organizations in the workplace.

9.     Restrict the number of employees/volunteers in shared spaces, including kitchen, bar

area, ice room to maintain at least two metres.

CURLING CLUB

PREPARATION

RETURN TO CURLING

Physical Distancing Measures
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DID YOU KNOW!
DID YOU KNOW!

89% of club curlers

surveyed intend to return

to curling in 2020

https://youtu.be/OkCEKfmKr4U
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Physical barriers should be installed where tables cannot be adequately separated. For example, raised

barriers should be installed between adjoining booths.

 1.     Develop a thorough cleaning and disinfection plan for common areas, washrooms, locker rooms, ice shed

(including rocks and equipment), and employee/volunteer workstations.

2.     Establish community safety measures such as public hand washing or alcohol sanitizing stations. It is a

good idea to have stations at entrance/ exits of the building and ice surface.

Consider a sanitizing station at the away end of your ice shed for

convenience of your members. 

3.    Ensure frequent and regular cleaning of workplaces, with particular focus on high touch surfaces

(doorknobs, AV equipment, curling rocks, etc.).

4.     Limit in-person meetings and replace with video or conference calls.

5.    Remove unnecessary common items, such as magazines, brochures, etc. 

6.     Maintain an occupancy level that allows staff and customers to maintain two metres of

physical distance, except for brief exchanges. 

7.     Only members of the same group should be seated together. A maximum of six people can be seated

together at the same table. Larger groups will have to occupy more than one table, while maintaining physical

distancing between tables.  

We strongly suggest the rink’s Ice Technician and/or his/her assistant(s) are the only
persons allowed to handle ice making equipment: power scraper, hand scrapers,

pebbling cans and heads, brooms, mops, garbage cans, etc. 
In volunteer-only rinks, assign specific

individuals to these pieces of equipment, then develop a sanitization schedule
as to when and how to clean the equipment.

CURLING CLUB

PREPARATION

RETURN TO CURLING

Cleaning the Rink
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 Create a unique email for tracking attendance. Or look into online options such as Google Forms,

Wufoo or Formstack. 

 Have contact information for all teams. Ask to be notified when a spare is needed.

 Limit spectators or non-essential visitors. Have a sign-in for visitors.

Organizers must keep a record of attendees.  Records of attendance must be retained for a

minimum of one month. Where possible, do not use a common pen. Providing this information is

voluntary for attendees and can only be used for the purposes of COVID-19 contact tracing.

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1.

2.

3.

Maximum of 10 people per sheet of ice. According to SHA, each sheet can be considered it's own Ice

Surface and Physical Distancing measures per sheet can be maintained. 

Follow the Curling Canada Distancing Illustrations to maintain physical distancing. 

Watch the video explanation or see the diagram on the following page. 

All 16 rocks stored together on one side of the sheet during game play.

To meet SHA Guidelines and to separate from those on other sheets, push the rocks with the brush of

your broom or your foot to the same corner on each sheet. 

Move down the sheet using the same side of the ice on all sheets. This will ensure distancing

between sheets. (ie. always use left side when facing the scoreboard). 

Alternate starting ends. Odd numbered sheets start at the home end. Even numbered sheets start at

the away end.

CURLING CLUB

PREPARATION

The New Normal
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RETURN TO CURLING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCo9rksHZSk&feature=emb_title
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Recommended:
Line all 16 rocks on left side of sheet

Recommended:
Line all 16 rocks on left side of sheet

Flow of Traffic:

Flow of Traffic:



CURLING CLUB

PREPARATION

RETURN TO CURLING
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Consider split starting times. Instead of all games starting at 6 pm, start 50% of the games

at 5:30 pm and the other 50% at 6:30 pm. Half of the players will be in the lounge an hour

before the other half. Consider a maximum stay in the lounge which may be 45 minutes.

Allow extra time between draws. This will ensure the players from the early draw have

exited the ice and common area prior to late draw players arrival. This also allows time for

additional cleaning measures between draws. Consider an end-time for draws or adopting the

bell system..

Mask use should be discussed by each club. These guidelines are subject to change; please

monitor the most current SHA and local rules. Masks should be required by coaches,

instructors, facilitators, and staff when physical distancing measures cannot be maintained. 

Temperature checks may be valuable. Non- contact thermometers can be costly and

require a significant amount of volunteer time. Each club must determine their position on

mask use and other preventative measures such as temperature checks.

Come prepared to play. Ask players to come dressed in their curling attire and limit extra

bags and clutter as this increases touch points and decreases 

space for physical distancing.

 

Recommendations

ASK FOR HELP! Your
members are your

best asset! 
Assign roles to keep

your club safe.



Players of opposing teams and those on other sheets are expected to maintain a

minimum of 6ft of distance from each other. Therefore, the skip of the non-delivering must

remain in the hack area until all stones come to rest.  The person in charge of the house is

not allowed to sweep under any circumstance. (Lessening of physical distancing

restrictions would/could allow this guideline to be removed.) 

 

Following the recommendation of Curling Canada, we recommend one sweeper in

recreational play:

 

"One sweeper only on all delivered stones. No relaying (second sweeper taking over

halfway down the sheet). The person in charge of the house is not allowed to sweep

under any circumstance. " - Curling Canada

This recommendation maintains the maximum safety of all Curlers in Saskatchewan.

Although, we recognize there are many scenarios in which two sweepers may not add

any additional safety to that team. CURLSASK recommend a comprehensive

discussion on this issue as a club and determining your own stance. Your decision may

be different for higher risk categories or depending on each league.

 

Teams that are not delivering stones should wait in the designated locations on the same side

of the sheet (ie. left side when facing the scoreboard). Refer to page 11 for more information. 

 

SWEEPING

RETURN TO CURLING

Players are expected to maintain

6ft of distance between

opposition team members.
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Instructors use masks while in close proximity to youth.

Restricting parents/fans access to building (due to building capacity maximums).

Consider using the three-on-three format (link to program documentation). On a four sheet, 

Consider using the singles format (link to program documentation) which can be adapted from

Consider asking CURLSASK to host a                                    Youth Clinic at your club.  CLICK HERE!

Consider running Hit Draw Tap Championships for your youth.  CLICK HERE!

Clubs can resume operations with restrictions as noted above (subject to changes from SHA). Programming is a

critical tool for the growth of the curling club. Consider what your club can host to bring curling back this fall. 

“Instruction is permitted with no contact and appropriate physical distancing. If physical distancing cannot

be maintained or is unpredictable, a mask should be worn by the instructor.

Youth Programming
As a major contributor to the long-term success of any facility youth programming is vital and should not be

ignored. With the current protocols and safety planning youth programming can and should be encouraged.

Various options can be considered including:

      will allow for 24 curlers and up to six coaches to meet the capacity standards.

       1-8 players plus a coach or instructor per sheet.       

PROGRAMING
The following are recommendations
and observations please review with
your club return to play committee
and institute the best plan of action

for your business.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18l5KQ1vv8-vMyNyUCI44EqMWa-Mixfe2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18tqYyWkmFIXMGpEHIsrf6itE0WTw5k5F/view?usp=sharing
https://curlsask.ca/programs-services/youth-curling-programs-and-services/viterra-youth-clinics/
https://curlsask.ca/hit-draw-tap/
https://curlsask.ca/programs-services/youth-curling-programs-and-services/viterra-funcurl/
https://www.hitdrawtap.ca/


Many Saskatchewan clubs run very successful Adult Learn to Curl

sessions and attract new members in this format.  CLICK HERE!

Consider arranging in-person group or individual lessons similar

to golf. Various options can be considered including:     

Instructors must use masks when physical distancing cannot

be achieved.

Groups must be restricted to no more than 10 persons per

sheet. 

To accommodate physical distancing maintain an 8-1

(athlete to instructor) ratio      

To accommodate physical distancing use multiple sheets

and hacks at the home and away end for activities and drills.

4

Have you found yourself
with open sheets of ice at

prime time?

Consider starting an adult
learn to curl program to
build your membership

base!

Adult Learn To Curl / Clinics / Private Lessons

15

Want to learn more? 
Email: curling@curlsask.ca

https://curlsask.ca/o16adultlearntocurl/
http://curlsask.ca/


INDIVIDUAL
CURLER /

COMPETITOR
EXPECTATIONS

If players or staff have symptoms, please tell them to stay at home.

 If soap and water are not available, use alcohol-based sanitizer.

While it is the responsibility of each curling rink and event organizer to provide

guidance on the local expectations, CURLSASK has prepared these guidelines to help

curlers stay safe. 

1. Stay home if you are sick.

2. Keep your hands clean. Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 secs. 

3. Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth.

4. Cough or sneeze into the bend of your arm

5. Be prepared to sign declaration of compliance/ waivers and contact tracing documents. 

6. Avoid touching surfaces people touch often, such as door handles and tables and chairs.

7. Maintain 6 ft of distance between others at all times. Please refrain from interacting with those on

other sheets of ice.

8. Do not shake hands at the start/end of the game.

9. Push the rocks with the brush of your broom or your foot to one corner of the end at which play was

completed. All 16 rocks should be stored on one side of the sheet to minimize contact.

10. Bring your own hand sanitizer and water bottle when possible. 

11. Refrain from touching stone handles (except your 2 stones in your game)

12. Do your part to help! Be prepared to help keep your rink clean and safe for everyone! 

Curling clubs are not for profit/small businesses. Show your support! Financially,
donating cleaning supplies such as sanitizing wipes or by volunteering your time. 

16



Large group gatherings (such as social events are eliminated).

All meetings shall be conducted virtually. Online registration/payment is encouraged.

Physical draw/standings boards should move online wherever possible.

It is for local club members and must meet all previously stated physical distancing guidelines.

No banquet or group gathering are permitted. 

No international teams; no out of province teams are permitted at this time.

Individuals who have left Saskatchewan in the past 14 days are required to provide a negative covid-19 test. Contact

CURLSASK for more details.

Tour events must meet the guidelines approved in the CURLSASK Provincial Team Ranking System Document. 

A tournament is defined by the SHA, as an event that has group gatherings such as ceremonies, luncheons or

banquets. Please adhere to the following recommendations:

Event Organizers: please notify CURLSASK prior to your event to ensure it meets the latest recommendations.

Local Club Fun/Bonspiels

Clubs may consider a Local Fun-Spiel for the benefit of their club and members provided:

Tour Play and Provincial Tour Ranking System

In province tour play is permitted under the SHA guidelines provided the following:

BONSPIELS
AND TOUR

PLAY

Saskatchewan Health Authority states, "Tournaments and
inter-provincial competition are not permitted."

17

Provincial Team 
Ranking System

https://s19511.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Provincial-Team-Ranking-Sytem-Information.pdf
https://s19511.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Provincial-Team-Ranking-Sytem-Information.pdf


PROCEDURE IN CASE OF

OUTBREAK 
In the unlikely event of an outbreak, CURLSASK suggests you take the

following steps:

1.  Consider suspending your operations.

2. Contact Saskatchewan Health Authority by dialling 811.

"Individuals who are household members or close contacts of a

person or persons with COVID-19 must immediately go into

mandatory self-isolation for 14 days from the last date of exposure

and call HealthLine 811 if they become symptomatic."

3. Contact CURLSASK who has a template letter that can be used to

notify members of a potential outbreak. 

"We want to strongly encourage everyone who participated in the

event or was either a volunteer or spectator at the club, to take all

recommended precautions to mitigate the potential for further

spreading of the coronavirus.  Importantly, this includes self-

quarantine (home Isolation) for the next 14 days per Health

Canada’s recommendations"

4. Contact your members using the template letter provided by

CURLSASK.

5. Thoroughly clean the facility. 

6.  Communicate reopening procedures; reassure members of a safe

return and if you have modified club protocols.

7. Media:  As this crisis situation proceeds, media interest will

naturally heighten, as well the media’s desire to find new, original

stories that haven’t been told as this crisis goes on. 

If someone within your club has become infected, it is crucial that
you do not name this person (nor their gender, age, or any other
identifier). This is private information, and not yours to share in any
medium (traditional media, social media or even in your circle of
close friends).

18

CURLSASK has a media
toolkit available for
member curling clubs



7

Frequently Asked
Questions

The latest ReOpen Plan, can be found here. Specifically note the sections on

Sports and Activities Guidelines & Restaurants and Licensed Establishments

Guidelines. Although CURLSASK is working with the Business Response

Team and we will aim to offer clarification on the latest Saskatchewan Health

Authority guidance specific to curling, it may not always be possible. 

 

Definitions:
Physically distance: 2 metres (6 feet) apart at all times.

 

Q: Can we open our curling rink?
A: Yes, the Saskatchewan Curling rinks received the green light to open as of

July 6, 2020 as per phase 4.3 indoor sports are able to resume. 

 

"If physical distancing is possible, certain individual and group organized
sports, physical activities and recreation activities may proceed as normal
(programming, training, practice and competition) while following the
guidelines for general operations, cleaning and disinfection, etc.  – Re-Open
Sask Plan
 

Q: How many people can be on the ice?
A: A maximum of 10 people per sheet may be on ice at one time. All curlers

are expected to maintain physical distancing and refrain from prolonged

contact with others. 

Q: How many patrons are permitted in our lounge? 
A: Rinks are required to maintain an occupancy level that allows staff and

customers to maintain appropriate physical distancing IE: Groups must be

spaced 6 ft apart and have no more than 6 people at one table.

 

Q: The gathering limits state only 30 people. How does this apply to
Curling?
A: Choose the level of occupancy that works for your building; no more than

10 per sheet and arrange the lounge as stated above. Keep in mind the Sport

and Lounge guidelines are very different. 

 

Q: Can I open my locker rooms
A: Locker rooms are permitted in Saskatchewan and are subjected to

enhanced cleaning. Based on your club resources and to mitigate risk you

may consider asking players to come to the rink dressed.

Q: Does a team need to comply with the Curling Canada 1 sweeper
guideline?
A: Each club may choose the level of precaution they are comfortable with

given the current environment and municipal guidelines. Both teams shall

agree beforehand if they are comfortable playing with 1 sweeper or 2.

Teams should play the games by the same standard once this is decided.

19



Q: Curling Centres should keep a log of everyone entering the facility.
This tracking log must also be completed for all spectators. What
constitutes a spectator?
A: If a parent/guardian is dropping a child off, they are not required to sign

the log. Anyone who remains in the facility for longer than 15 minutes

must be signed into the facility.

Each club may create their own process with facility operators for

spectators directly involved in the club activities. This process is to ensure,

should an outbreak occur, all attendees can be contacted and notified to

isolate or be tested.

You may consider a new email address that participants email their line

up to prior to each game. 

Q: Would a sign in page/book work for keeping track of who is at the
rink each draw?
A:  That would create a new touch point where everyone would be

touching the same items (pen and paper).  Electronic sign-in/ emailing

before each draw would be ideal.

Q: Does our club plan need to be approved before we can open?
A: NO, each club may open on their own. A written plan/policy will help if

there is an outbreak at your club to prove  compliance with Gov.

guidelines.

    

Q: How does a club enforce their rules?
A: Be gentle and explain the reasoning behind the rules and encourage

cooperation.

Q: Would a player need to fill out a new waiver of compliance before
each time they enter the rink?

A: This should be a 1-time only form. Have the document worded that the

person signing is aware that if they do feel symptoms or contract the virus

that they will not come to the rink/ if they notice symptoms immediately

after curling that they will also contact the club to notify.  This will save the

club from liability as most insurance will not cover a Covid-19 clause.

Q: How will Wheelchair Curling be able to take place amid these new
guidelines? 
We are awaiting further direction from Curling Canada who is looking into

Static Mats that the players can “anchor” on.  

7

Frequently Asked
Questions
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Waivers, Declaration Of Compliance & Liability

Q: Should waivers be signed before participating in curling activities?

A: Yes, waivers need to be signed prior to participating in curling activities.

A generic waiver, declaration of compliance and COVID-19 declaration has

been included in the Return to Play Guidelines and is in the CURLSASK

Affiliated Clubs Repository. Clubs just have to insert their club name and

find a way to ask their members and non-member curling participants to

sign the forms.

 

Q: What is the difference between the forms?

A: Release Of Liability, Waiver Of Claims And Indemnity Agreement: This

waiver should be executed by all participants over the age of majority (18

years old and older).

 

Informed Consent And Assumption Of Risk Agreement

This agreement should be executed by participants under the age of

majority (17 years old and younger). A parent or guardian is expected to

share all elements of this agreement with the youth and will sign it on the

youth’s behalf.

 

Declaration of Compliance – Covid-19

All individuals entering the facility and/or participating in sanctioned

activities must comply with this declaration.

 

Q: How will the curlers sign these forms?

A: Each club may have a different process for asking curlers to sign these

forms. If clubs choose an online system, signing the waivers and

declarations once is fine. From a legal perspective more often is preferable,

but clubs must balance risk management with administrative tasks. If

forms are being signed only once, they should be signed prior to the start

of the curling activity or league.

7

Frequently Asked
Questions
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